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ART: An Attack-Resistant Trust Management

Scheme for Securing Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
Wenjia Li, Member, IEEE, and Houbing Song, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have the poten-
tial to transform the way people travel through the creation of a
safe interoperable wireless communications network that includes
cars, buses, traffic signals, cell phones, and other devices. However,
VANETs are vulnerable to security threats due to increasing
reliance on communication, computing, and control technologies.
The unique security and privacy challenges posed by VANETs in-
clude integrity (data trust), confidentiality, nonrepudiation, access
control, real-time operational constraints/demands, availability,
and privacy protection. The trustworthiness of VANETs could
be improved by addressing holistically both data trust, which is
defined as the assessment of whether or not and to what extent
the reported traffic data are trustworthy, and node trust, which
is defined as how trustworthy the nodes in VANETs are. In this
paper, an attack-resistant trust management scheme (ART) is
proposed for VANETs that is able to detect and cope with mali-
cious attacks and also evaluate the trustworthiness of both data
and mobile nodes in VANETs. Specially, data trust is evaluated
based on the data sensed and collected from multiple vehicles;
node trust is assessed in two dimensions, i.e., functional trust
and recommendation trust, which indicate how likely a node can
fulfill its functionality and how trustworthy the recommendations
from a node for other nodes will be, respectively. The effectiveness
and efficiency of the proposed ART scheme is validated through
extensive experiments. The proposed trust management theme is
applicable to a wide range of VANET applications to improve traf-
fic safety, mobility, and environmental protection with enhanced
trustworthiness.

Index Terms—Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), trust man-
agement, security, misbehavior detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, the growing needs for increased safety

and efficiency of road transportation system have promoted

automobile manufacturers to integrate wireless communica-

tions and networking into vehicles. The wirelessly networked

vehicles naturally form Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs),

in which vehicles cooperate to relay various data messages

through multi-hop paths, without the need of centralized ad-

ministration. VANETs have the potential to transform the way

people travel through the creation of a safe, interoperable

wireless communications network.
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In VANETs, various nodes, such as vehicles and Roadside

Units (RSUs), are generally equipped with sensing, processing,

and wireless communication capabilities. Both Vehicle-to-

Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communica-

tions enable safety applications that provide warnings regarding

road accidents, traffic conditions (e.g., congestion, emergency

braking, icy road) and other relevant transportation events.

However, VANETs are vulnerable to threats due to increasing

reliance on communication, computing and control technolo-

gies. The unique security and privacy challenges posed by

VANETs include integrity (data trust), confidentiality, non-

repudiation, access control, real-time operational constraints/

demands, availability, and privacy protection [1]–[5].

One typical application of VANETs is the Traffic Estimation

and Prediction System (TrEPS), which generally provides the

predictive information needed for proactive traffic control and

traveler information [6]. TrEPS will facilitate and enhance plan-

ning analysis, operational evaluation, and real-time advanced

transportation systems operation. For example, TrEPS can pro-

vide input to traffic managers who decide where and when

to post specific messages on variable message signs, such as

AVOID CONGESTION—EXIT HERE FOR ALTERNATE

ROUTE.

To help TrEPS more accurately evaluate the current traf-

fic conditions and better make predictions, multiple emerging

information sources have been taken into consideration, such

as real-time location sensor data collected and transmitted by

Android smartphones or Apple iPhone [7], community-based

traffic and road condition reporting service based on crowd

sensing [8], etc. All these emerging information sources need

networking support, such as VANETs, to efficiently share and

disseminate the collected traffic information. However, some-

times the TrEPS may encounter confusing or even conflict-

ing traffic information reported by multiple sources, which is

demonstrated in Fig. 1.

From Fig. 1(a), we find that the sensor in a vehicle detects an

accident ahead, and then it reports this accident to the system.

Therefore, the traffic alert shown in Fig. 1(a) is true. In contrast,

Fig. 1(b) shows two conflicting traffic alerts. Given that there is

no accident in this scenario, the vehicle that reports accident to

the system is either faulty or malicious. If the trustworthiness of

the sensor data cannot be properly evaluated, then it is possible

to produce traffic jams or even life-threatening road accidents

because most of the vehicles will be incorrectly redirected to

the same route if the fake traffic alerts remain undetected and

thus effective in VANETs, as is shown in Fig. 1(c). Therefore, it

is important to secure VANETs so that they can better support

intelligent transportation applications such as TrEPS.

1524-9050 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. True alerts vs. false alerts in VANETs for traffic monitoring. (a) True traffic alert. (b) Conflicting traffic alerts. (c) Outcome of false traffic alerts.

When compared with the traditional wired networks,

VANETs themselves are more vulnerable to malicious attacks

because of their unique features, such as highly dynamic net-

work topology, limited power supply and error-prone trans-

mission media. For instance, the wireless communication links

among vehicles are prone to both passive eavesdropping and

active tampering. Moreover, there are other types of more

sophisticated attacks that are difficult to detect [5], [9]–[11].

Thus, it is critical to detect and cope with malicious attacks in

VANETs so that the safety of vehicles, drivers, and passengers

as well as the efficiency of the transportation system can be bet-

ter guaranteed. We believe that the trustworthiness of VANETs

could be improved by addressing both data trust and node trust

holistically.

In this paper, an attack-resistant trust management scheme

called ART is proposed to cope with malicious attacks and eval-

uate the trustworthiness of data as well as nodes in VANETs. In

the ART scheme, we model and evaluate the trustworthiness

of data and node as two separate metrics, namely data trust

and node trust, respectively. In particular, data trust is used to

assess whether or not and to what extent the reported traffic

data are trustworthy. On the other hand, node trust indicates

how trustworthy the nodes in VANETs are. Moreover, the ART

scheme can detect malicious nodes in VANETs. To evaluate

the performance of the proposed ART scheme, extensive ex-

periments have been conducted. Experimental results show that

the proposed ART scheme is able to accurately evaluate the

trustworthiness of data and nodes in VANETs, and it is also

resistant to various malicious attacks.

In summary, the major contributions of this work are listed

as follows.

• First, an attack-resistant trust management scheme is stud-

ied in this paper, which can effectively detect and cope

with different types of malicious behaviors in VANETs.

• Second, the trustworthiness of traffic data (data trust) is

evaluated based on the data sensed and collected from

multiple vehicles.

• Third, the trustworthiness of vehicle nodes is assessed in

two dimensions. In other words, a vector that is composed

of two elements is used to describe the trustworthiness

of each node. The two dimensions of node trust are

functional trust and recommendation trust, which indicate

how likely a node can fulfill its functionality and how

trustworthy the recommendations from a node for other

nodes will be, respectively.

• Finally, extensive experiments have been conducted, and

experimental results show that the proposed ART scheme

can effectively evaluate the trustworthiness of both sensed

data and mobile nodes in VANETs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the related work on misbehavior detection and trust man-

agement is reviewed. Section III describes the basics of the

research problem in details. In Section IV, the ART scheme

is described in details. Section V presents the experimental

study that has been conducted. Finally, the conclusion is drawn

in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, there has been significant research interest in

the topics of misbehavior detection as well as trust management

for ad hoc networks.

A. Misbehavior Detection for Ad hoc Networks

Note that the term misbehavior generally refers to abnormal

behavior that deviates from the set of behaviors that each node

is supposed to conduct in ad hoc networks [12]. According to

[13], there are four types of misbehaviors in ad hoc networks,

namely failed node behaviors, badly failed node behaviors,

selfish attacks, and malicious attacks. These four types of node

misbehaviors are classified with respect to the node’s intent and

action. More specifically, selfish attacks are intentional passive

misbehaviors, where nodes choose not to fully participate in

the packet forwarding functionality to conserve their resources,

such as battery power; malicious attacks are intentional active

misbehaviors, where the malicious node aims to purposely

interrupt network operations. The existence of selfishness and

malicious behaviors has remarkably motivated research in the

area of misbehavior detection for mobile ad hoc networks

(MANETs).

Alternatively, there have been some attacks which primarily

focus on the data that are transmitted and shared among nodes

in ad hoc networks. Thus, another goal of misbehavior detection

approaches is to ensure that data has not been modified in

transit, that is, they should make sure that what was sent is

the same as what was received. More specifically, some of

the widely-studied data trust attacks are masquerading attack,

replay attack, message tampering attack, hidden vehicle attack,

and illusion attack [14]–[16].
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Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is normally regarded as an

important solution for detecting various node misbehaviors in

ad hoc networks. Several approaches have been proposed to

build IDS probes on eac individual peer due to the lack of a fixed

infrastructure, such as [17]–[19]. In these approaches, there is

one IDS probe installed on each node, and each IDS probe is as-

sumed to be always monitoring the network traffic, which is ob-

viously not energy efficient given the limited battery power

that each node has in MANETs. In contrast, Huang et al. [20]

proposed a cooperative intrusion detection framework in which

clusters are formed and the nodes in each cluster fulfill the

intrusion detection task in turn. This cluster-based approach can

noticeably reduce the power consumption for each node.

Routing misbehaviors are another major security threats that

have been extensively studied in ad hoc networks. In addition

to externally intruding into ad hoc networks, an adversary may

also choose to compromise some nodes in ad hoc networks, and

make use of them to disturb the routing services so as to make

part of or the entire network unreachable. Marti et al. [21] intro-

duced two related techniques, namely watchdog and pathrater,

to detect and isolate misbehaving nodes, which are nodes that

do not forward packets. There are also some other solutions that

aim to cope with various routing misbehaviors [22]–[24].

B. Trust Establishment and Management in Ad hoc Networks

The main purpose of trust management is to assess vari-

ous behaviors of other nodes and build a reputation for each

node based on the behavior assessment. The reputation can

be utilized to determine trustworthiness for other nodes, make

choices on which nodes to cooperate with, and even take action

to punish an untrustworthy node if necessary.

In general, the trust management system usually relies on

two sorts of observations to evaluate the node behaviors. The

first kind of observation is named as first-hand observation,

or in other words, direct observation [25]. First-hand obser-

vation is the observation that is directly made by the node

itself, and the first-hand observation can be collected either

passively or actively. If a node promiscuously observes its

neighbors’ actions, the local information is collected passively.

In contrast, the reputation management system can also rely

on some explicit evidences to assess the neighbor behaviors,

such as an acknowledgement packet during the route discovery

process. The other kind of observation is called second-hand

observation or indirect observation. Second-hand observation

is generally obtained by exchanging first-hand observations

with other nodes in the network. The main disadvantages of

second-hand observations are related to overhead, false report

and collusion [26], [27].

In [28], Buchegger et al. proposed a protocol, namely

CONFIDANT (Cooperation Of Nodes, Fairness In Dynamic

Ad-hoc NeTworks), to encourage the node cooperation and

punish misbehaving nodes. CONFIDANT has four components

in each node: a Monitor, a Reputation System, a Trust Manager,

and a Path Manager. The Monitor is used to observe and

identify abnormal routing behaviors. The Reputation System

calculates the reputation for each node in accordance with

its observed behaviors. The Trust Manager exchanges alerts

with other trust managers regarding node misbehaviors.

The Path Manager maintains path rankings, and properly

responses to various routing messages. A possible drawback

of CONFIDANT is that an attacker may intentionally spread

false alerts to other nodes that a node is misbehaving while

it is actually a well-behaved node. Therefore, it is important

for a node in CONFIDANT to validate an alert it receives

before it accepts the alert.

Michiardi et al. [29] presented a mechanism called CORE

to identify selfish nodes, and then compel them to cooperate

in the following routing activities. Similar to CONFIDANT,

CORE uses both a surveillance system and a reputation sys-

tem to observe and evaluate node behaviors. Nevertheless,

while CONFIDANT allows nodes exchange both positive and

negative observations of their neighbors, only positive obser-

vations are exchanged amongst the nodes in CORE. In this

way, malicious nodes cannot spread fake charges to frame the

well-behaved nodes, and consequently avoid denial of service

(DoS) attacks toward the well-behaved nodes. The reputation

system maintains reputations for each node, and the reputations

are adjusted upon receiving of new evidences. Since selfish

nodes reject to cooperate in some cases, their reputations are

lower than other nodes. To encourage node cooperation and

punish selfishness, if a node with low reputation sends a routing

request, then the request will be ignored and the bad reputation

node cannot use the network.

Patwardhan et al. [30] studied an approach in which the

reputation of a node is determined by data validation. In this

approach, a few nodes, which are named as Anchor nodes here,

are assumed to be pre-authenticated, and thus the data they

provide are regarded as trustworthy. Data can be validated by

either agreement among peers or direct communication with an

anchor node. Malicious node can be identified if the data they

present is invalidated by the validation algorithm.

In addition, there have been some other research efforts that

aim to enhance the security, trust and privacy of VANETs

[31]–[37].

Most of the existing trust management methods for ad hoc

networks focus on assessing the trustworthiness of mobile

nodes by collecting various evidences and analyzing the prior

behavioral history of the nodes. However, little attention has

been paid to evaluate the trustworthiness of the data shared

among these nodes as well. Given that the data reliability

and trustworthiness in transportation systems are extremely

important as well, we aim to evaluate the trustworthiness of

both mobile nodes and data in this work.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, the research problem that is addressed in this

paper will be described in more details, including the network

model as well as the adversary model.

A. Network Model

A VANET generally refers to a wireless network of heteroge-

neous sensors or other computing devices that are deployed in

vehicles. This type of network enables continuous monitoring

and sharing of road conditions and status of the transportation

systems.
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All of the nodes in VANETs are equipped with the same

wireless communication interface, such as IEEE 802.11p. The

nodes are limited in energy as well as computational and

storage capabilities.

B. Adversary Model

First of all, the RSUs are assumed to be trustworthy since

they are usually better protected. The connected vehicles, on the

other hand, are generally more susceptible to various attacks,

and they can be compromised at any time after the VANET is

formed.

The adversary can be an outsider located in the wireless

range of the vehicles, or the adversary can first compromise one

or more vehicles and behave as an insider later. The adversary

is able to eavesdrop, jam, modify, forge, or drop the wireless

communication between any devices in range. The main goals

of the adversary may include intercepting the normal data trans-

mission, forging or modifying data, framing the benign devices

by deliberately submitting fake recommendations, etc. More

specifically, the following malicious attacks are considered in

this paper.

• Simple Attack (SA): An attacker may manipulate the

compromised nodes not to follow normal network proto-

cols and not to provide necessary services for other nodes,

such as forwarding data packets or propagating route

discovery requests. However, the compromised node will

not provide any fake trust opinions when it is asked about

other node’s trustworthiness.

• Bad Mouth Attack (BMA): In addition to conduct simple

attack, the attacker can also spread fake trust opinions and

try to frame the benign nodes so that the truly malicious

nodes can remain undetected. This attack aims to disrupt

the accurate trust evaluation and make it harder to suc-

cessfully identify the malicious attackers.

• Zigzag (On-and-off) Attack (ZA): Sometimes sly attack-

ers can alter their malicious behavior patterns so that it

is even harder for the trust management scheme to detect

them. For instance, they can conduct malicious behaviors

for some time and then stop for a while (in that case

the malicious behaviors are conducted in an on-and-off

manner). In addition, the sly attackers can also exhibit

different behaviors to different audiences, which can lead

to inconsistent trust opinions to the same node among

different audiences. Due to the insufficient evidence to

accuse the malicious attacker, it is generally more difficult

to identify such sly attackers.

IV. THE ATTACK-RESISTANT TRUST MANAGEMENT

SCHEME (ART) FOR VANETS

In this section, the proposed ART scheme is presented in de-

tails. The ART scheme addresses two types of trustworthiness

in VANETs: data trust and node trust.

A. Preliminaries

In general, the trustworthiness of a nodeNk can be defined as

a vectorΘk = (θ
(1)
k , θ

(2)
k , . . . , θ

(n)
k ), in which θ

(i)
k stands for the

Fig. 2. Overview of the ART scheme.

i-th dimension of the trustworthiness for the node Nk. Each di-

mension of the trustworthiness θ
(i)
k corresponds to one or a cer-

tain category of behavior(s) B
(i)
k (such as packet forwarding or

true recommendation sharing), and θ
(i)
k can properly reflect the

probability with which the node will conduct B
(i)
k in an appro-

priate manner. θ
(i)
k can be assigned any real value in the range of

[0,1], i.e., ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, θ
(i)
k ∈ [0, 1]. The higher the value

of θ
(i)
k , the node Nk is more likely to conduct B

(i)
k properly.

Each dimension of the trustworthiness θ
(i)
k for the node Nk

is defined as a function of the misbehaviors M
(i)
k that are

related to B
(i)
k and have been observed by the neighbors of

the device Nk. Different dimensions of the trustworthiness may

correspond to different functions, and the selection of different

functions should coincide with the basic features of M
(i)
k , such

as severity of the outcome, occurrence frequency, and context

in which they occur.

In particular, the trustworthiness of a device is represented

in a vector Θk = (θ
(1)
k , θ

(2)
k ), and each element in the vector

stands for functional trust and recommendation trust, respec-

tively. In the future, if it is necessary to introduce new element

to the trust vector, the new element can be added easily.

B. Scheme Overview

The ART scheme is composed of two phases, namely data

analysis and trust management. The schematic diagram of the

ART scheme is depicted in Fig. 2.
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In the ART scheme, we first collect traffic data from VANETs

for data analysis. Second, we summarize the findings from the

data analysis as evidences for trust management schemes to

evaluate the trustworthiness. The details of the evidence com-

bination are presented in Section IV-C. Then these evidences

will be used to assess the trustworthiness of data and nodes.

The trustworthiness of nodes further consists of functional trust

and recommendation trust. The details of the evaluation of

trust recommendation using collaborative filtering are provided

in Section IV-D.

C. Evidence Combination

Evidence combination is very important for the proposed

ART scheme. Because some of the traffic data are not reliable, it

is critical to find an evidence combination technique to properly

fuse together multiple pieces of evidence in presence of both

trustworthy and untrustworthy data. Thus, it is necessary to

combine multiple pieces of evidences so that both data trust

and functional trust can be properly evaluated.

In this work, Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence (DST)

[38] is used to fuse together multiple piece of evidences even

if some of them might not be accurate. In DST, probability

is replaced by an uncertainty interval bounded by belief (bel)
and plausibility (pls). Belief is the lower bound of this interval

and represents supporting evidence. Plausibility is the upper

bound of the interval and represents non-refuting evidence. For

instance, if a node Nk observes that one of its neighbors, say

node Nj , has dropped packets with probability p, then node

Nk has p degree of belief in the packet dropping behavior of

node Nj and 0 degree of belief in its absence. The belief value

with respect to an event αi and observed by node Nk can be

computed as the following.

belNk
(αi) =

∑

e:αe∈αi

mNk
(αe). (1)

Here αe are all the basic events that compose the event αi,

and mNk
(αe) stands for the view of the event αe by node Nk.

In this case, since node Nk merely get one single report of

node Nj from itself, i.e., αi ⊂ αi. Therefore, we can derive

that belNk
(αi) = mNk

(αi). Note that ᾱi denotes the non-

occurrence of the event αi. Since the equation pls(αi) = 1 −
bel(ᾱi) holds for belief and plausibility, we can further derive

the following: belNk
(Nj) = mNk

(Nj) = p and plsNk
(Nj) =

1 − belNk
(N̄j) = 1 − p.

Given that belief indicates the lower bound of the uncertainty

interval and represents supportive evidence, we define the com-

bined packet dropping level of node Nj as the following.

pdNj
= bel(Nj) = m(Nj) =

K⊕

k=1

mNk
(Nj). (2)

Here mNk
(Nj) denotes the view of node Nk on another node

Nj . We can combine reports from different nodes by applying

the Dempster’s rule, which is defined as following.

m1(Nj)
⊕

m2(Nj) =

∑
q,r:αq∩αr=Nj

m1(αq)m2(αr)

1 −
∑

q,r:αq∩αr=Φ m1(αq)m2(αr)
.

(3)

More specifically, we use the Dempster’s rule to combine

the local evidences collected by a mobile node itself and the

external evidences shared by other mobile nodes. The DST-

based evidence combination algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Note that ni stands for the i-th node in VANET. Vi denotes

the initial evidence that is collected by ni, and V ′
i denotes the

updated evidence that is possessed by ni.

Algorithm 1 Update of Local Evidence for node i Using the

Dempster–Shafer Theory (DST)

Input of ni : Vi

Output of ni : V
′
i

Upon reception of Vk from node nk:

if Vi �= Vk then

1) merge Vi and Vk according to the following rules:

• if node m is in BOTH Vi AND Vk, then calculate

the updated value Ui of the corresponding columns

for node m in BOTH Vi and Vk using the Dempster’s

rule of combination, and store Ui to an intermediate

list TEMPi as an entry.

• if node m is in EITHER Vi OR Vj , but NOT BOTH,

then add a virtual entry of node m to the view that

previously does not containm, and set all the columns

of this virtual entry as 0. Then calculate the updated

value Ui of the corresponding columns for node m

in BOTH Vi and Vk using the Dempster’s rule of

combination, and store Ui to an intermediate list

TEMPi as an entry.

2) calculate the top k outliers from TEMPi, and assign

these k top outliers to V ′
i .

3) broadcast V ′
i to all of its immediate neighbors (i.e.,

number of hop = 1).

else keep Vi unchanged, and do not send any message out.

end if

D. Evaluation of Trust Recommendations Using

Collaborative Filtering

It is well understood that it is not always feasible for two

vehicle nodes to communicate directly with each other in

VANETs. In this case, it is essential for one vehicle node to

relay data for others. However, sometimes a node may refuse

to relay data either because of its limited battery power or other

resources, or the node may have been compromised by adver-

saries. Therefore, it is critical to know whether or not another

vehicle is trustworthy to interact with. If a vehicle has never

interacted with others before, then the trust recommendations

that it receives from others become the only data that it can rely

on to evaluate the trustworthiness of other nodes.

Suppose thatN=[N1, N2, . . . , Nq] denotes the set of q nodes

in the VANETs. The vector VA=[v̄A1
, v̄A2

, . . . , v̄Aq
] denotes

the recommendation trust ratings that nodeAmakes for eachNi

in N . Similarly, the recommendation trust ratings that node B

keeps for each node can be denoted asVB=[v̄B1
, v̄B2

, . . . , v̄Bq
].

The credibility of recommendations of node B can be computed
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by the similarity of the trust rating information between node A

and Node B. In this paper, the Cosine-based similarity metric is

used to measure how similar the two vectors are [39].

More specifically, the trust ratings of every node are viewed

as a vector in the k dimensional space. If a node does not

evaluate a node, then the default rating is used. The similarity

between two nodes is measured by computing the cosine of

the angle between these two vectors. Formally, in the ratings

matrix, similarity between nodes i and j, denoted by cos(i, j) is

given by the following, in which “•” stands for the dot product

of two vectors.

cos(
−→
i ,

−→
j ) =

−→
i •

−→
j

‖
−→
i ‖ ∗ ‖

−→
j ‖

. (4)

In this paper, the user-based collaborative filtering is used to

help determine the recommendation trust of other nodes [40],

[41]. More specifically, the value of the unknown trust rating

rA,B for node A and another node B is usually computed as

an aggregate of the ratings of some other (usually, the K most

similar) users for the same node B, which is shown as follows.

rA,B = aggrNi∈N̂
rNi,B (5)

where N̂ denotes the set of nodes that possess most similar

recommendation trust ratings to nodeA and that have interacted

with node B before and have consequently obtained knowledge

regarding the trustworthiness of node B.

In other words, nodes which have similar trust preferences on

some nodes may also have similar preferences on others. Thus,

this method provides recommendations or predictions to the

target node based on the opinions of other like-minded nodes.

In particular, the recommendation trust is determined using

the following steps.

• Trust rating formation: in this stage, the trust ratings of

each node Ni for other node Nj are formed as a q × q

matrix R.

• Trusted neighbor selection: in this stage, all the similar-

ities between nodes in the model are computed, and the

top K most similar nodes are selected. Note that the func-

tional trust of each selected node will also be inspected

to make sure that only recommendations from the nodes

which can fulfill their tasks as expected will be trusted.

• Predicted trust calculation: in this stage, the predicted

trust rating of node i on node k, Tik, is calculated. Let Si

be the set of most similar nodes for node i. R̄i =
∑

k Ri,k

and R̄j =
∑

k Rj,k stand for the overall trust ratings of

node i and node j, respectively. Based on Resnick’s stan-

dard prediction formula [42], Tik is calculated as follows.

Tik = R̄i +

∑
j∈Si

cos(i, j) ∗ (Rj,k − R̄j)∑
j∈Si

|cos(i, j)|
. (6)

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, the performance of the proposed ART scheme

is evaluated and the experimental results are presented.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

We use GloMoSim 2.03 [43] as the simulation platform, and

Table I lists the parameters used in the simulation scenarios. we

use the weighted voting method as the Baseline method when

we evaluate the performance of the ART scheme, because the

weighted voting method has been extensively used in many

previous trust management schemes for wireless networks,

such as [28], [44], [45].

We use the following two parameters to evaluate the accuracy

of the ART scheme: Precision (P) and Recall (R), which are

both widely used in machine learning and information retrieval

to assess the accuracy [46]. In this paper, we use both P and

R values to evaluate how accurate the proposed ART scheme

is when it is used to identify untrustworthy nodes in VANETs.

These two parameters are defined as follows.

P =
Num of Truly Malicious Nodes Caught

Total Num of Untrustworthy Nodes Caught
(7)

R =
Num of Truly Malicious Nodes Caught

Total Num of Truly Malicious Nodes
. (8)

Each simulation scenario has 30 runs with different random

seeds, which ensure a unique initial node placement for each

run. Each experimental result is the average over the 30 runs

for each simulation scenario. The simulation results are shown

in Figs. 3–5.

Fig. 3(a) shows that the ART scheme always achieves a

higher precision score than the baseline method when the node

density varies. Moreover, when the node density is higher, both

methods yield a better precision. This is true because it is more

likely to receive true data from others when there are a higher

number of well-behaved nodes. Similarly, Fig. 3(b) shows that

the ART scheme also outperforms the baseline method in terms

of recall. Also, the recall value is higher when the node density

is higher. From Fig. 3(c), it is obvious that the ART scheme

introduces similar communication overhead as the baseline

method does, which indicates that the proposed ART scheme

is cost-effective in terms of the communication overhead. For

instance, when there are 50 nodes in the network, both ART

and baseline approach introduce around 6% of communication

overhead. On the other hand, ART will introduce around 8%

of communication overhead when there are 200 nodes, whereas

the baseline approach introduces almost 10%.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) depicts the precision and recall values

for the ART scheme and the baseline method with different

percentages of malicious nodes. We find that both the precision

and recall values decrease when there are a higher percentage

of malicious nodes, which is pretty obvious. In addition, the

ART scheme is able to produce a better performance than the
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Fig. 3. Effect of node density on ART and baseline. (a) Precision of ART vs. baseline. (b) Recall of ART vs. baseline. (c) Comm. overhead of ART vs. baseline.

Fig. 4. Effect of adversary percentage on ART and baseline. (a) Precision of ART vs. baseline. (b) Recall of ART vs. baseline. (c) Comm. overhead of ART vs.
baseline.

Fig. 5. Effect of node mobility on ART and baseline. (a) Precision of ART vs. baseline. (b) Recall of ART vs. baseline. (c) Comm. overhead of ART vs. baseline.

baseline method in terms of both precision and recall values.

In terms of communication overhead, Fig. 4(c) shows that the

ART scheme does not incur extra communication overhead

compared to the baseline when the percentage of malicious

nodes varies.

Fig. 5 illustrates the performance of the ART when the nodes

move at different speeds. We find from Fig. 5 that the ART

scheme always outperforms the baseline algorithm, and both of

them will introduce a slightly higher communication overhead

when the vehicles are moving faster. In addition, the precision

and recall values are lower when the vehicles are moving faster.

This is true because when the vehicles are moving faster, it

is generally more difficult for the information regarding the

untrustworthy vehicles to propagate. Thus, it is expected to take

more rounds of communication to disseminate the information.

In addition to the first set of experiments which aim to

evaluate the overall performance of the proposed ART scheme

under difference network parameters, we are also particularly

interested in knowing how well the ART scheme is resistant

to different attack patterns, such as SA, BMA, and ZA as de-

scribed in Section III-B. Therefore, we also conduct some other

experiments for ART, launching different types of malicious

attacks and observing the performance of the ART scheme with

these attack patterns. Table II summarizes the specific attack

patterns that have been used in the experiments. The experiment

results are depicted in Figs. 6–8, respectively.
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TABLE II
ATTACK PATTERNS IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 6. ART vs. baseline under SA pattern. (a) Precision of ART vs. baseline. (b) Recall of ART vs. baseline.

Fig. 7. ART vs. baseline under BMA pattern. (a) Precision of ART vs. baseline. (b) Recall of ART vs. baseline.

Fig. 8. ART vs. baseline under ZA pattern. (a) Precision of ART vs. baseline. (b) Recall of ART vs. baseline.
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From Figs. 6–8, we can clearly find that the ART scheme out-

performs the weighted voting (baseline) approach regardless of

which attack pattern is utilized. Furthermore, we observe from

Fig. 6 that the difference between the ART scheme and baseline

is not that significant, which indicates that simple attack pattern

is not very difficult to cope with for both approaches. This is

true because malicious nodes are simply dropping or modifying

packets without spreading any fake trust opinions and framing

any benign nodes.

On the other hand, Fig. 7 shows that the weighted voting

(baseline) approach suffers from the BMA pattern especially

when there are a large amount of malicious nodes in the

network, whereas the ART scheme can still achieve over 80%

of precision and recall even when there are 40% of malicious

nodes which are conducting bad mouth attacks. Note that bad

mouth attack aims to intentionally share fake trust opinions

(i.e., telling others a node is malicious while it is actually

benign, and vice versa) so that the malicious nodes can remain

undetected for a longer period of time and the benign nodes

will be falsely accused of malicious behaviors. By using col-

laborative filtering based recommendation strategy as well as

the Dempster–Shafer Theory of evidence, the proposed ART

scheme is far more resistant to the weighted voting approach

when the bad mouth attack is launched.

Finally, a sly attacker can also launch the zigzag attack, in

which the attack behaviors are conducted in a more intermittent

manner. Moreover, the attacker can demonstrate different attack

patterns to different nodes. Thus, it is naturally more difficult

to identify the malicious behaviors as well as the attacker who

follows this attack pattern. Viewed from Fig. 8, it is obvious that

the ART scheme can still resist the zigzag attack and achieve

high precision and recall even when there are 40% of malicious

nodes. On the other hand, the precision and recall values

for the weighted voting approach get significantly degraded

when the percentage of the attackers who follow ZA pattern

increases.

In summary, we can clearly identify from Figs. 6–8 that

when compared with the traditional weighted voting approach,

the proposed ART scheme is better resistant to various attack

patterns as well as to the high percentage of malicious nodes

in the network.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an attack-resistant trust management scheme

named ART is proposed to evaluate the trustworthiness of

both traffic data and vehicle nodes for VANETs. In the ART

scheme, the trustworthiness of data and nodes are modeled and

evaluated as two separate metrics, namely data trust and node

trust, respectively. In particular, data trust is used to assess

whether or not and to what extent the reported traffic data

are trustworthy. On the other hand, node trust indicates how

trustworthy the nodes in VANETs are. To validate the proposed

trust management scheme, extensive experiments have been

conducted, and experimental results show that the proposed

ART scheme accurately evaluates the trustworthiness of data

as well as nodes in VANETs, and it can also cope with various

malicious attacks.
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